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5 Ways to Raise an Independent Teen and a Responsible Adult
More in Teens. Most parents dream of a responsible, independent teenager—one that lends a hand with
household chores without being asked, always calls to check in and hangs out with the “right” crowd of friends.
But, in reality, all teens are going to drop the ball on responsibility (occasionally, at least).

Parenting skills: Tips for raising teens
Adolescence can be a confusing time of change for teens and parents alike. But while these years can be
difficult, there's plenty you can do to nurture your teen and encourage responsible behavior. Use these parenting
skills to deal with the challenges of raising a teen.

Raising Responsible Teens
At the heart of raising responsible teens lies the importance of linking independence and responsibility. It is not
what you do for your children, but what you have taught them to do for themselves, that will make them
successful human beings – Ruth Crowley (as Ann Landers )

7 Secrets For Raising Responsible Teenagers
There are many ways to raise a child, and every child is different. Therefore, there is no magic formula for
raising good teens. Excellent parents can still have problem children, and good children come out of bad homes.
But by staying closely involved in your children’s lives, even when they don ...

Raising A Responsible Teen
Raising A Responsible Teen · Teenagers. How to raise a responsible teenager. Helping your teenager become a
loving, self-sufficient and responsible adult is no easy task. Understanding the parenting skills needed to help
guide your teen into adulthood is essential to their future happiness.

Raising responsible teens | Kids in the House
See Jane Rose's video on Raising responsible teens... I think by the time your child is a teenager, hopefully,
you've instilled a lot of responsibility in them.

Raising Responsible Teenagers
This is a screencast presentation based off of principles from the book "Parenting Teens with Love and Logic"
by Foster Cline and Jim Fay. This presentation dicusses how giving teenagers more ...

Hot parenting topics | Raising responsible teenagers ...
A teenager who is being disrespectful and rude. A shy teen or one struggling to make friends. Or a teen who

won’t talk to you. But in spite of those challenges you want nothing more than to raise responsible, confident
teenagers.

Raising a Responsible Teenager | Aspen Education Programs
Raising a Responsible Teenager. What’s the secret to raising a responsible teenager? Lindsey Tischart, a
counselor at New Leaf Academy of Oregon therapeutic boarding school for girls, has identified three essential
components of cultivating responsibility in adolescents: internal motivation, the teen’s ability to respond and the
parent’s ability to hold their child accountable.

10 Parenting Tips for Raising Teenagers
10 Parenting Tips. 1. Give kids some leeway. Giving teens a chance to establish their own identity, giving them
more independence, is essential to helping them establish their own place in the ...

